ENSEÑEN A LOS ESTUDIANTES A BRILLAR
Empower all communicators in your classroom.

Easy to implement effectively in dual-language, bilingual, and Spanish-speaking classrooms, Zaner-Bloser La escritura ensures students can progress in handwriting alongside their native English-speaking peers—and enjoy a chance to shine.

Like its English-language counterpart, Zaner-Bloser La escritura can help teachers introduce explicit cursive and manuscript instruction in about 15 minutes per day!

CONSISTENT INSTRUCTION FOR STUDENTS

The Student Edition is a direct translation of Zaner-Bloser Handwriting with supplemental lessons to cover the additional Spanish letters.

Zaner-Bloser La escritura uses continuous-stroke vertical manuscript and the eight basic stroke descriptions that are the foundation of all letters, for both manuscript and cursive. This instructional approach leads to mastery of basic writing skills (manuscript and cursive), improved letter recognition, and fluency in writing.

Classroom Resource Kits in both cursive and manuscript contain multisensory practice materials for additional teaching and learning support, including home handwriting kits, desk strips, and a wall chart that features the complete alphabet in Spanish. Additional resources in English include alphabet cards, touch and trace cards, and more.

Easy to understand language and modeling with fewer, more specific letter formation descriptions make instruction accessible for all students.

The same terms are used across grade levels, so no need to relearn terms each year. Students don’t need to have a rich reading vocabulary to master writing!

EXTRA SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS

The Teacher Edition features all objectives, stroke descriptions, and self-evaluation questions in Spanish.

Practice Masters provide additional learning opportunities for every letter and skill. Available in print and for downloading online, these flexible activities are easy to assign for in-class or at-home use.
ONLINE TOOLS HELP STUDENTS—
AND TEACHERS—TO SHINE.

MyZBPortal.com supports teachers with easy access to

- Zaner-Bloser La escritura Teacher
  and Student Edition
- Short instructional videos
- Printable Home Practice pages
- Worksheet Maker

Digital Tutor online videos model correct handwriting techniques to introduce instruction or provide additional practice. Students simply scan QR codes featured throughout the Student Edition with a mobile device to access models for all manuscript and cursive letters in English and Spanish.

zaner-bloser.com/Handwriting2020